
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSITIONS OF THE 1996 PRESIDENTIAL

CANDIDATE BOB DOLE

The Republican candidate for President in , Bob Dole, publicly endorsed and campaigned for Proposition , the measure
that sought to end all state and local . For our mapping analysis, we have chosen four of the so-called. " hotspot".

And for his part, Mr. Dole assembled reflected and amplified his limitations, producing a kind of anti-synergy
where the whole was less than the sum of its parts. Dole cut himself off almost completely from the aides who
were trying to persuade him to end on an upbeat note. In the seat Assembly, 25 members are completing their
third two-year terms since and are barred from reelection. Dole tried to yell over them -- ''No more years! It
was he who decided that the campaign would go on the non-stop hour trip. He is given to wry off-the-cuff
remarks that undermine his own arguments. The national press and academe, two subcultures where the level
of interest in affirmative action is high, undertook the debate on the subject that had never occurred when
affirmative action was quietly instituted by Executive Order back in  Dole had taken to actively defying their
efforts to protect him from himself. Prenter Jr. Dole was in his home state on a Friday night in the heat of the
election season. When President Lyndon Johnson created affirmative action, he surely wasn't thinking, "Now I
believe I'll profoundly subvert the spirit of the Civil Rights Act, the crowning achievement of my life, which
became law only a year ago. However, Steve Forbes finished first in Delaware and Arizona while
paleoconservative firebrand Pat Buchanan managed early victories in Alaska and Louisiana , in addition to a
strong second place in the Iowa caucuses and a surprising victory in the small but key New Hampshire
primary. If the initiative was on the ballot the same day as the presidential election, and if Clinton opposed it,
and if the Republican presidential candidate endorsed it so strongly as to turn the race in California into a
referendum on affirmative action--then the initiative could cost Clinton the presidency. He was unhappy with
the television advertisements. That he was a liberal. No such story was ever published. The battle over the
initiative is a grand donnybrook, sometimes messy, sometimes elevated; it seems as if everybody in
California, from the Governor and the two Senators on down, is personally involved, and hardly a week goes
by that there isn't a demonstration, a wild debate--last week's involved former Klansman David Duke--or a
lawsuit between the two sides. In any year, mistakes by a candidate and his staff can be damaging. In
retrospect, however, the fit between Bob Dole and the anti-affirmative-action cause was not a natural one.
Former Secretary of Defense and future Vice President of the United States Dick Cheney was touted by many
as a possible candidate for the presidency, but he declared his intentions not to run in early 


